St. Cecilia’s Public school
Scoring 100% in Accountancy in Class XII Board Examinations

St. Cecilia’s Public School organized a workshop on scoring 100% in Accountancy in class XII Board Examinations
which was conducted by Dr. Vikas Vijay. The workshop was attended by Commerce stream students of XII on
23rd December 2019. Dr. Vikas Vijay had an expert session with the class XII students. The resource person Dr.
Vikas Vijay is a noted author, profound speaker and a successful entrepreneur. In the enriching session Dr.
Vikas acquainted the students with not just the important concepts of accountancy as a subject but also with
techniques and method to adopt to make learning a fun process. The students got their doubts clarified,
concepts strong and a glimpse of how to attempt the board examinations.
Dr. Vikas himself being a performance and behavioral coach also made students comfortable with him in no
time and helped them resolve their problems with weak focus, poor retention and an untrained Way of
preparing for the board examination. He also helped the students to understand the importance of visuals and
audio while learning for long term retention of the concepts. He emphasized on switching to the new concept
of smart work instead of the conventional hard work for board exams. His baby step approach for boards
preparation also relieved the students of the exam-stress. His 7 days preparation strategy boosted the morale
of the students and filled them with enthusiasm. With his evolutionary methods, students found a clear path to
follow to excel in the subject with minimum stress.
The interactive session was followed up by Mr. Ashish Jain, motivational speaker who further boost up the
confidence of the students to face approaching Board 2020 exams with grit and determination. The students
felt enthused with fresh motivation to prove their mettle in the path of future achievements. Madam Principal
Mrs. Inderpreet thanked to spokes persons for their valuable presence and also presented saplings to the guest
as a token of gratitude. The day witnessed a day of academic fitness and expertise.

